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They Gave Us a Government—'With the Individual In Mind'

The government of the United States was designed in support of citizens, accounting 
for Ben Franklin's purported reply (as he left the Constitutional Convention), to a ques-
tion from a woman as to what type of government had been given to them: "A republic, 
madam, if you can keep it." For the US to endure requires that the citizens make it so.

Today that republic is at risk, not from foreign adversaries but from internally—com-
ing-apart. 50 years ago, tyrannical morons such as Joe Biden would have been 
brushed-aside by a nation of individuals that could speak to and for the Bill of Rights. 
Challenges against 1st Amendment rights came and went—but mostly they went.

Now, in the eye of a hurricane that intends to render our republic asunder through a 
dismembering of American and Western civilization, many Americans are laboring un-
der 2 misconceptions—each though not well understood, is analogous to the other.

The 1st misconception is about the role of gold. Credit/debt limitations, in a gold-
backed currency, function to keep various political 'adventurous' schemes in-check.

It has now obvious that the loss of a dollar tied to gold put the economy and, by ne-
cessity, the republic, at great risk. Abandoning gold caused this mad scramble by cen-
tral banks and individual citizens to get gold and silver into their hands, while possible. 

The misconception is an idea that gold became more valuable. Gold stays the same. 
Qualities making gold the best choice by which to measure currencies are immutable.

Fiat currencies have reached the limits of viability—crushed by non-serviceable debt. 
The more indebted the world becomes, brings an equal and opposite reaction within 
the citizenry. Unable to see a path forward to prosperity—individual enthusiasm wanes.

As the dollar implodes, it is incumbent that citizens understand this rush to gold. Fate 
of the US depends on citizens seeing/acting. All the sweet-talk about CBCD efficiency/
concern for our safety/security is nothing but 'deception' for a usurpation of our liberty.

In the same way the elite, to advance personal agendas, sought a currency tied to 
nothing, CBCD is not at all a currency—rather a control mechanism. New/existing cur-
rencies are what CBCD uses, for a purpose of locked-down auditing for you and me.

The elite brought gold back into focus through economic destruction/degraded cur-
rencies. An ever-increasing velocity of dollar un-viability has lit a fire under global 
elites. Either they take total control now or be exposed for the criminal frauds they are.    

The destruction of the dollar caused a 2nd misconception. China, Russia, and the 



BRICS have, by default, become powerful adversaries, because US debt has exposed 
a weakened US dollar—and a loss of global stature. Consequently, the East (much like 
gold rising against the dollar), has assumed leadership, filling a void left by the US.

The world is becoming evermore-aware of US desperation and plight. Consider the 
plot in Jack London's story, "To Build a Fire": Through his own mistakes a man fails in 
his last attempt to build a fire. With hands he can no longer feel, freezing to death on 
the trail, he desperately tries to lure his circling dog in, so he can slit-open its stomach 
to warm his hands. But the dog knows better—the US is dying—the world is the dog. 

As Americans, we have some checks on government that remain in place. Under the 
charter for the Fed, it cannot deal directly with US citizens—ruling-out CBCD. But, that 
can be changed. Also (with a prayer it won't be needed), we have a 2nd Amendment 
purposed as an enforcement mechanism, to secure the 1st and 4th Amendments. 

At a time when the Constitution is paid 'lip service' to by government officials raising 
their rights hands to uphold it, it is imperative that Americans understand the tactics be-
ing used to quell dissent and transfer power from the individual to the government.

Recently the term 'gaslit' is used to convey what for me is simply 'deception'. Even 
among my friends, purposed gaslighting causes doubt about what is obviously true.

Gonzolo Lira made some good points this morning: put a barrel of piss next to a bar-
rel of fine wine, put a little of the wine in the piss and you get piss. Put a bit of piss in 
the wine—again you have piss. Adding a small amount of piss is 'poisoning the well'.

In a strategy to silence dissent, a US tactic uses full-on propaganda technology to 
cast doubt/confusion among dissenters. If elites can get us to doubt everything: Ameri-
cans walked on the moon, Epstein is still alive, they will have 'poisoned the well', mak-
ing it easier to challenge election fraud and cancel physicians questioning mRNA.

We who connect the dots are already a small minority, so if they are able to sow dis-
sent among us, their objective (complete control and domination), becomes attainable.
In a strange way, making all of us 'conspiracy dissenters', using 'inclusion to divide us'.

To achieve the destruction of Western Civilization, it is incumbent on the elite hierar-
chy to sow chaos among dissenters, to achieve a feudal hell over which they will rule.  

Elite tactics, to bring about an ultimate strategy, are simple—render America quies-
cent by substituting 'rhetoric' for 'the scientific method'—removing the need for facts. 

Saving the particulars for my next article, the most perniciously rhetorical propagan-
da for the vehicle the elite intend to ride into total control is 'climatic change/Net Zero' 
emissions. For 'vaccine mandates', they need a threat to be present. For CBCD they 
need a viable dollar which is fast disappearing. For all out war with Russia and China 
they need some huge delusional rationalizations that hopefully are not in the cards.

But for 'climate change', they have laid the groundwork of fear establishing CO2 as 
the accepted enemy that must be dealt with—sooner rather than later. And the steps 
needed to combat CO2 (if one accepts a non-scientific explanation), are apparent.

In my view, the elite mission is to destroy the government the founders gave us
—'with the individual in mind'. An elite mission, to end livestock ranching and fertilizer 
farming as we know it, while mandating an impossible dream of sustainable energy re-
placing fossil fuel, is for all the chips. Gettysburg revisited—where we are the 'rebels'.

A look at elite tactics, as a result of stupidity or evil intention, with a focus on the 
numbers, is my next article. Until then you have this window to get some gold or silver.

Contrarians can get my articles by email, by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com   


